December 25, 2011 - "Sunday Challenge" By Doug Peterson

ACROSS
1. Onomatopoeic Black Eyed Peas hit of 2009
12. Boxing class
14. Showboat's antics
16. Not of the clergy
17. Avoiding gusts
18. 100 cents, overseas
19. Up next
22. "King ___" (James Clavell novel)
24. Slip into
25. Filling holders
28. African carnivore
30. Funky?
31. Melba piece
32. More spiteful
33. Thankless tasks
35. ___ Field (old Brooklyn ballpark)
38. Valuable deposit
39. Tangle
42. Mythical weeper
43. Plays it safe
45. Relative of -esque
46. Incense residue
48. '50s sitcom "My Little ___"
49. "Sorry to intrude ..."
51. Cry of success
54. Drum out
55. Accept
59. Homemade solar eclipse viewer
60. Henrik Ibsen classic

DOWN
1. Like cornrows
2. Pint divisions
3. Suffix with planet
4. Stacks for eds.
5. Alpha follower
6. ___ surgeon
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